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Your graduate support librarian is Sarah Stohr.
Contact: sastohr@national.edu, use the Ask A Librarian link on the library’s pages, or call (512)650.5470.

Office hours: Via chat on Tuesdays/Thursdays 9 am - noon MST (http://wp.me/P3dUAW-BK). Contact Sarah for appointments outside that time.
Research consultations: Email Sarah to set up an individualized library instruction session or to learn more about the resources available to you.

The NAU Online Library offers you access to thousands of articles, books, dissertations, and other materials.

Access the library at:
http://library.national.edu
or via the link in Canvas. You use your NAU student portal credentials to log into the library. This is different than your Canvas credentials.

From the library page you can find our specialized Ed.D. resources under the "Subject Guides" menu.
Access to those resources we think are particularly useful to Ed.D. students are organized on this page - including a link to contact your graduate support librarian for assistance.

The Online Library also has Interlibrary Loan services available! Links for ILL can be found under the “Find Articles” and “Find Books” navigation links on the library navigation toolbar.

In addition to the APA materials located on the library page, CCLP students have access to The APA Style Guide to Electronic References. It is located in the Canvas CCLP Group under the CCLP Academic Documents file in the Files folder.

Looking to publish your research? The library subscribes to Cabell’s Directory of Publishing, which can help guide you to appropriate publications for publishing within your field. Cabell’s is available in the Journal Articles section of the Ed.D. subject guide.

Useful links to Remember!

How to find the full text of an article from a citation
What is a peer-reviewed article AND how to find one in a library database
How to set up a personal account in ProQuest and Ebsco databases